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ABSTRACT: The preliminary system specifications from a mission
point of view are herein set forth for an Infrared
Acquisition and Tracking System (IRATS) to be used
on-board the Apollo/Range Instrumer_Led Aircraft for
monitoring the re-entry of the Apollo Command
Module (C/M) .
TEXT: I.	 Introduction:
The concept of IR-tracking was investigated and it was
found to be desirable to use it for acquiring the re-entering
spacecraft and providing angular pointing data of the space-
craft relative to the aircraft (see reference 1) . The angular
pointing data would be useful for:
1. Pointing and slaving the aircraft's Unified S-
Band communication antenna.
2. Rough trajectory calculations in real time to
assist in a safe recovery of the spacecraft
and more importantly its crew. (See figures
11 ) 12 and 13 of reference 1.)
3. Providing useful data for post flight analyses.
The Infrared Acquisition and Tracking System (IRATS)
must be capable of monitoring both a nominal as well as an emer-
gency re-entry [re-entry refers to the initial re-entry into
the earth's atmosphere as well as any subsequent re-entry re-
sulting from a skip-out after the initial re-entry (see figures
1 1 2, 3 and 5 of reference 2) ] . Furthermore it appears likely
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that the heading of the Apollo/Range Instrumented Aircraft would
not ?ways be advantageously pointed to facilitate acquisition
of the re-entering spacecraft. Therefore, one of the IRATS re-
quirements is that it shall be capable of scanning the hemisphere
in order to ensure acquisition of the re-entering spacecraft.
The purpose of this paper is to present the major charac-
teristics that the IRATS should have in order to accomplish its
tasks and facilitate a successful re-entry. The characteristics
which follow are from a mission paint of view, rather than a
detailed specification. Any detailed specification, in parti-
cular for procurement and/or design purposes, should be predicated
on the following characteristics.
II. Infrared Acquisition and Tracking System Characteristics.
In summary, the (IRATS) system should have the following
major characteristics and/or capabilities: (See also paragraph II
of reference 1.)
1. Hemispherical coverage (i.e., a Mrsteradian scan
capability) with a 99.0% probability (assuming
clear sky conditions) of acquiring the re-entering
spacecraft during the time when the spacecraft is
approaching the IRATS at:
f (a) An elevation angle	 = 10 to 20 , which
corresponds to a slant range
r N 540 n. mi. and a maximum allowable ac-
quisition time of v 5 sec.
(b) An elevation angle E = 50 to 60 , which corres-
ponds to a slant range
r 2r 350 n. mi. and a maximum allowable ac-
quisition time of ^'21 sec.
2. In designing the IRATS to meet the above require-
ments, the designer may assume:
(a) The aspect angle is such that the IRATS is at
a nominal operating altitude of 35,000 ft.
and viewing the leading blunt side (hot heat
shield side) of the spacecraft. It is under-
stood that when viewing the back side (which
may be somewhat cooler) the maximum acquisition
range capability of the IRATS might be less
than specified in (1) above. (See figures 3
and 4 of reference 1.)
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(b) The target may be assumed to have the follow-
ing thermal characteristics for the various
re-entry trajectories to be expected:
(1) The projected area of the spacecraft
is approximately 12.2m .
(2) Its surface temperature is approximately
10000K to 20000K at the heat shield
(leading surface). These temperatures
vary with range and altitude and are
subject to some change with tiuie when
more detailed anal;ses become available.
(3) The target shall be considered to be a
gray body, Lambertian radiator with an
emissivity of 0.75.
3. The IRATS should be capable of discriminating the
"real" target from all false targets and locking
onto the "real" target with a 99.0% probability
whenever its line-of-sight to the spacecraft is not
blocked by clouds or- other objects.
4. These false targets include, but are not limited to:
(a) Clouds which are illuminated by the sun.
(b) The sun itself (the [TATS must be capable of
scanning through the sun).
(c) Other luminous objects or bodies.
(d) The Apollo Service Module, a "false target",
is expected to be re-entering the atmosphere
behind the "real target", the Apollo Command
Module rC/M). It is expected that this "false
target" (Service Module) may be tumbling when
re-entering and hence could be re-entering
ballistically, while the "real target" has a
lifting body type re-entry trajectory. This
factor may be used in discriminating the
"real target".
5. An operator, assisted by a visual display such as
a PPI scope, should be considered as part of the
discrimination loop for reasons of reliability,
maintainability, and simplicity. However, the task
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of discrimination should not be left solely to
the operator. ether discriminating techniques
should be employed, particularly in the associ-
ated circuitry.
6. After acquisition and locking onto the real target,
the IRATS should be capable of performing angular
tracking with:
(a) A maximum angular tracking rate capability
of 20 degrees per second for overhead passes
of the spacecraft. Although this slew rate
is in general conservative, it was chosen
partly because it is compatible with the air-
craft antenna's specified slew rate.
(b) Azimuth and elevation angle outputs to within
an accuracy of + 5 mrad (lc ) total angular
error; this total angular error includes all
bias and random errors in both the IRATS as
well as the platform used for providing the
aircraft heading and the local vertical.
(c) Azimuth and elevation angle outputs at rates
of at least 10 to 20 per second. These data
rates are chosen primarily because they are
compatible with the earlier requirements.
If faster data rates are needed for slaving the
aircraft communication antenna, then data smooth-
ing techniques may be employed.
7. (a) The data-including azimuth, elevation, time,
aircraft latitude and longitude, and aircraft
identification should be sampled and trans-
mitted to a re-entry ship or ground station
at the rate of once or twice per second. This
is required in order to facilitate rough tra-
jectory calculations on the ground.
(b) It is desirable to know at all times the air-
craft position to within about + 3 n. mi.
This requirement is predicated on preliminary
analyses for the case in which the angular
pointing data simultaneously from two aircraft
could be used to point the ship's AN/FPQ-10
antenna for quick acquisition in the circular
scan mode and subsequent skin tracking. See
the appendix for more derails. (See also
reference 3.)
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8. The IRATS should be designed such ",,a-L:
(a) It can readily be mounted within a dome, be--
hind the cockpit, and on top of the Apollo/
Range Instrumented Aircraft. (See figure 5,
reference 1.) These aircraft will probably
be the Air Force JC-135A jet aircraft.
(b) Aerodynamic fairings associated with the
IRATS should not obstruct the hemispherical
coverage.
(c) It should be mounted such that the heat from
the jet engines will not interfere with its
performance in any-way.
(d) It has the capability to operate as specified
at all the environmental conditions which
might be encountered while on-board the air-
craft which include environmental conditions
which might be encountered at:
(1) All altitudes between sea
the maximum altitude capa
Apollo/Range Instrumented
which is about 45,000 ft.
operating altitude may be
be 35,000 ft.
level and
bility of the
Aircraft
The nominal
considered to
(2) All points on the earth between lati-
tudes of 40o South and 400 North, pri-
marily because the nominal re-entry
corridors are between these latitudes;
also, the stations from which the Apollo
Aircraft would be deployed presumably
are located between these latitudes.
(See figures 6 and 7 of reference 2.)
(3) Take-off, landing, and flight opera-
tions for all aircraft speeds. The
nominal cruising air speed of a JC-135A
is- 450 knots.
(e) Its power and space requirements are compat-
ible with the JC-135A. The available power is
115v, 400 cps, and about 23 kw.
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Appendix I
As pointed out earlier in the text, the concept of I -R'
tracking and corresponding requirements from a mission point
of view were analyzed with regards to using on bo rd the Apollo/
Range instrumented aircraft gin infrared acquisition and track-
ing system (IRATE). The IRATS would be capable of both ac-
quiring the re-entry spacecraft and providing angular data of
the spacecraft relative to the aircraft.
In the following paragraphs, the method(s) of utilizing
the angular pointing data and the corresponding problems are
briefly discussed from the viewpoint of what the IRATS re-
quirements should be. Some preliminary analyses are included
whenever applicable. (See also reference 1.)
I.	 Angular Pointing Data From One Aircraft.
The angular pointing data from one aircraft could
be used as follows:
A. Pointing and slaving that aircraft's communica-
tion antenna. This in itself poses some in-
terestit:+g problems. Mr. J. R. Moore !reference
4) has made some recommendations regarding the
configuration and location of the 9 n if ied S-
Band System (USBS) antenna, which is not pre-
sently specified but is to be part of the Pro-
gram Definition Phase contract. The same an-
tenna will be used for the VHF communication
link. The USBS is the primary communication
link to the Command Module (C/M). It is the
writers understanding that the VHF link is the
primary telemetering link to the SI1'B during the
injection phase of a lunar mission and that
this VHF would also serve as a back-up for the
USBS link 'to the C/M. The angles through which
the USBS antenna could be pointed relative to
the aircraft frame will be part of the speci-
fications for the Program Definition Phase
contract.
As pointed out before, the aircraft heading
might not always be advantageously pointed for
acquiring the re-ent. -. ,y aircraft.  Even in the
case of a nominal r-a- a: ,try, the aircraft equipped
with an IRATS would p,obably fly in a pre-speci-
fied flight pattern and in a pre-selected area
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where the cloud cover would not be expected to
present an unduly severe handicap. This is one
of the reasons for requiring that the IRATS have
the hemispherical scan capability.
Should the aircraft be headed in a disadvanta-
geous direction when the ]RATS acquires the
spacecraft, it is conceivable that the communi-
cation antenna with its limited angular mobility
could not point at the spacecraft without the
aircraft doing some maneuvering. Hence, the
aircraft's maneuverability needs to be considered.
The aircraft maneuvering time may be long relative
to the time the spacecraft is in the field of
view of the IRA'rS, and it may not always be
possible to get the communication antenna pointed
at the spacecraft.
The angular pointing accuracies required from the
]RATS in order to point the aircraft communication
antenna are not at all stringent because of the
relatively broad antenna beamwidth !-v V at S-Band)
which is expected. Therefore, the pointing avcu-
rac.y requirements are based on more stringent re-
qu it ►:ments to be discussed below and which are
well within the state-of-the-art -
B.	 Rou gh t rajector y aria 	 _in real time to facili-
t,.te_ an effnet ive ret:Oveiy cif__Lhe sp. c_ecraf t_and
More _ .
 -im:ortant.ly ;i`cs`
This facer of the problem is present ly being in-
vestigated and is rep(,rted in reference 1. Hence,
the following discussion will be very brief.
Any computations or predictions of the spacecraft
trajectory based can angular measurements from
„ne aircraft equipped with an 1RATS will be very
rc-ugh, primarily because
1, the number of independent measurements ob-
tainable frc-:m tht! tRATS with reasonable
accuracy are basically the azimuth and ele-
vation angles of the slant range vector from
the aircraft to the spacecraft.
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2. The various parameters entering into the
equations of motion of a lifting body type
of spacecraft whose angle of attack, roll,
pitch, yaw, and altitude are not known.
This would be true particularly during
communication black-out when the spacecraft
cannot communicate this information to the
ground. The altitude is mentioned because
it is needed to determine the atmospheric
density for determining the drag and lift
forces on the spacecraft.
It should be pointed out that the magnitude of the
slant range might be estimated from the target signal
strength in the IRATS by monitoring the signal voltage
at the decision making point in the IRATS circuitry
or by allowing an operator to estimate 'the target in-
tensity on a visual display screen. Monitoring the
signal voltage would be preferable since this data
can readily be recorded on a strip chart recorder,
for exami.ie., and telemetered to the ground station or
re-entry ship where the necessary computations can
readily be made.
The above range estimate may be computed (see refer-
ence 5) by applying: (a) the Planck's law of radia-
tion to compute the irradiance of the target over the
wavelength region of interest (x-3.4p to —5.311  for an
Indium Antinomide detector, a type of detector with
the fast response time _10 -6 sec which is needed to
give the hemispherical coverage and acquisition pro-
babilities within the specified times). Here is
where the targets temperature and thermal character-
istics need to be known. (b) The inverse square law
which states that the intensity of radiation received
by the IRATS is inversely proportioned to the square
of the slant range from the target to the detector.
In addition the detector sensitivity (or noise
equivalent flux density and atmosr,heric attenuation
must be taken into account. The detector sensitivity
is assumed to include such factors as optical effi-
ciency, signal conversion efficiency, aperture dia-
meter, scanning rate, number of detectors, etc.
It may be expected that the estimated range obtained
in the above manner could be wrong by a factor of
about three primarily because of uncertainties in
the spacecraft's temperature profile and its physical
orientation namely the aspect angle relative to the
IRATS.
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II. Angular Pointing Data From Two Aircraft.
The spacecraft ,position could be monitored by tri-
angulating the angular pointing data obtained from more than
one aircraft simultaneously. Although this mode of operation
is not presently recommended because of the operational com-
plexities, it should be mentioned. A knowledge of the space-
craft's position, particularly during blackout, could be used
for
1. Pointing the re-entry ship's tracking and
communication antennae for both skin tracking
during blackout aad immediate radio contact
with the spacecraft at the termination of
blackout.
2. Providing useful real-time trajectory data
which would be more accurate than the rough
trajectory calculations based on angular
tracking data from only one aircraft, assuming
the aircraft positions are adequately known.
3. Providing useful data for post flight analysis.
The accuracy of the trajector) calculations or space-
craft position data discussed above are dependent on how well
the aircraft positions are known. For example, it could be
assumed that the spacecraft position error should be comparable
to the spacecraft's on-board navigation capabilities and/or
within the re-entry ship tracking system'$ circular scan beam-
width to ensure quick acquisition and skin tracking during the
ion plasma blackout. Based on these assumptions, a parametric
study was made in order to ascertain the trade-offs between the
angular pointing accuracies of the IRATS and the aircraft navi-
gation requirements.
Shown in Figure 1 is the tracking geometry which was
used in the analysis.
From Figure 1, it can be seen that
( %Os)S/C, I-R = +
	
D12 + D2 2 + D32
	
1)
= spacecraft position error using I-R
angular tracking from two aircraft.
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In order to simplify the mathematics, and to facili-
tate a parametric analysis, the following assumptions were used:
1. Rl > R2 so that D l > D2 , and replace D2 by D 1 to
be conservative.
2. The angular errors from the two aircraft are
equal, i . e. , S al = F) 	 41 = 5^12
3. The azimuth and elevation angular errors are
equal, i.e., 5ci - be.
4. The aircraft latitude and longitude position
errors are all  equa l so that 5P; = 5P2.
5. The aircraft use a radioaltimeter, and the alti-
tude errors are negligible compared to the other
errors involved.
6. The corre lat ion coef f is ient ea p= e a P -
Based on these simplifying and probably conservative
assumptions, it can be shown that equation 1 becomes
{ ^pos^S/C, I-R - + r3R I 1 1 + 2{ 5pl ) 2 + (5pl S in  1)2l
l 	 1/Z+ 2 ^6p Rl S a i bp i (2 + sin ei) 
J	 2)
where the various quantities are adequately defined in figure 1.
If it is further assumed that the spacecraft position
error must be equal to or less than the circular scan beamwidth
of the ship's AN/FPQ-10 tracker, then three sigma (3Q ) values
must be used for the various errors in equation 2. Based on this,
a parametric study was made and the results are shown in Figures 2,
3, 4, and 5. It should be emphasized that the errors shown in
these figures are three sigma values, and that the angular errors
are the total errors including all bias and random errors of both
the IRATS and the platform which provides the aircraft heading and
the local vertical.
Shown in Figures 2 and 3 are the results for a corre-
lation coefficient of zero, since it is not presently known just
what the value of this correlation coefficient might be. However,
the IRATS angular pointing errors might be highly correlated to
the aircraft position errors particularly when the same inertial
platform is used for navigation as well as providing the local
vertical and aircraft heading. Therefore, the case shown in
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Figures 4 and 5 are for the extremely pessimistic case of a
correlation coefficient of + 1. It is conceivable that this
correlation coefficient might even be negative. Hence, pending
further analyses to justify otherwise, it is recommended at
this time that the correlation coefficient be taken to be zero.
From these figures, it appears likely that a judicious
choice for the one sigma allowable error in the position of each
of the two aircraft is + 2 n . mi. on each axis in order to
effectively point the AN/FPQ-10 on board the re-entry ship. It
should be pointed out that relatively inexpensive inertial plat-
forms are available which provide the aircraft heading and local
vertical - each to the required accuracy of about + 4 mrad which
would allow the IRATS angular errors to be about +^4 mrad so that
the total angular error is  4 + 4 or about + 5.7 mrad. However,
an inertial navigation system which must also providethe air-
craft position to an accuracy of + 3 n.mi. over extended periods
of time could be quite expensive. Therefore, it is recommended
that the use of other navigation systems such as the following
be investigated. For example, such systems could be used for
periodic position fixes and updating a relatively .inexpensive
inertial navigator.
1. LORAN-C which could provide the aircraft position
to within about + 1500 ft (2c) in daytime use,
although adequate LORAN-C coverage is not presently
available in the Pacific Ocean area. It is not
presently known what the plans are for adding
LORAN-C stati- r s in this area.
2. The U. S. Navy's OMEGA system which Is scheduled
to be operational by 1968 and which will provide
world-wide coverage to within LORAN-C type
accuracies. The Navy Research Laboratory is
presently developing an OMEGA receiver for use
on aircraft. For further information, Lieutenant
Commander Cec 1 C. Stout, Code 362A, 6uSh ips ,
Room 2512 (Phone: IDS 11-61125; :(nay be contacted.
-12-
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FIGURE I. TOP VIEW OF TRACKING GEOMETRY USING TWO AIRCRAFT EQUIPPED WITH
IRATS FOR DETERMINING SPACECRAFT POSITION AND/OR SLAVING THE
RE-ENTRY SHIPS RADAR.
D I ,	 D2
1. ALTITUDE ERRORS ARE ASSUMED TO BE'^
NEGLIGIBLE COMPARED TO THE OTHER ERRORS.' SH
2. (9, E ARE THE AZIMUTH AND ELEVATION ANGLES,
RESPECTIVELY.	 fsp^
3.601 1 6E ARE THE ERRORS IN THE AZIMUTH AND ELEVATION	 3
ANGLES.
4.6p IS THE POSITION ERROR ON EACH AXIS.
5.R IS THE SLANT RANGE VECTOR.
6. VS THE SHIP TRACKER BEAM WIDTH IN A SPIRAL OR CIRCULAR SCAN MODE.
7.THE D D S ARE THE AXES OF THE SPACECRAFT ERROR VOLUME.
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